1. SHALL PROVIDE 5L:1W TAPER OF 50'Lx10'W FROM DRIVEWAY RADIUS BEGINNING-OF-CURVE (BC) TANGENT TO THE EDGE OF TRAVELED WAY AT EXISTING LANE-SHOULDER BORDER LINE PER HIGHWAY DESIGN MANUAL FIGURE 205.1 REFER TO DETAIL 3, SHEET 204.

2. DRIVEWAY MAXIMUM WIDTH IS 30' PER SAN DIEGO REGIONAL STANDARD DRAWING G-16.
Station sub-distribution - STSD

CUSTOM Wired CONNECTIONS
TERMINAL DESCRIPTION
- .L 120 Vac / Power socket
- .N 120 Vac
- .G GND
- .3 & 4 230/460 Vac / LVT outlet
AVIATION COMPATIBILITY PROFILE
PRELIMINARY PLANT LEGEND

NOTES

1. This plan is subject to change without notice. Final layout and design details will be determined by the landscape architect.

2. All elevations are approximate and may not reflect final grade.

3. All distances are approximate and may not reflect final layout.

4. All planting areas are approximate and may not reflect final layout.

5. All material quantities are approximate and may not reflect final layout.

6. All lighting fixtures are approximate and may not reflect final layout.

7. All irrigation systems are approximate and may not reflect final layout.

8. All signage is approximate and may not reflect final layout.

9. All materials are subject to availability and may not reflect final layout.

10. All dimensions are approximate and may not reflect final layout.

11. All plant species are approximate and may not reflect final layout.

12. All materials are subject to availability and may not reflect final layout.

13. All signage is approximate and may not reflect final layout.

14. All lighting fixtures are approximate and may not reflect final layout.

15. All irrigation systems are approximate and may not reflect final layout.

16. All elevations are approximate and may not reflect final grade.

17. All distances are approximate and may not reflect final layout.

18. All planting areas are approximate and may not reflect final layout.

19. All material quantities are approximate and may not reflect final layout.

20. All lighting fixtures are approximate and may not reflect final layout.

21. All irrigation systems are approximate and may not reflect final layout.

22. All signage is approximate and may not reflect final layout.

23. All materials are subject to availability and may not reflect final layout.

24. All dimensions are approximate and may not reflect final layout.

25. All plant species are approximate and may not reflect final layout.

26. All materials are subject to availability and may not reflect final layout.

27. All signage is approximate and may not reflect final layout.

28. All lighting fixtures are approximate and may not reflect final layout.

29. All irrigation systems are approximate and may not reflect final layout.

30. All elevations are approximate and may not reflect final grade.

31. All distances are approximate and may not reflect final layout.

32. All planting areas are approximate and may not reflect final layout.

33. All material quantities are approximate and may not reflect final layout.

34. All lighting fixtures are approximate and may not reflect final layout.

35. All irrigation systems are approximate and may not reflect final layout.

36. All signage is approximate and may not reflect final layout.

37. All materials are subject to availability and may not reflect final layout.

38. All dimensions are approximate and may not reflect final layout.

39. All plant species are approximate and may not reflect final layout.

40. All materials are subject to availability and may not reflect final layout.

41. All signage is approximate and may not reflect final layout.

42. All lighting fixtures are approximate and may not reflect final layout.

43. All irrigation systems are approximate and may not reflect final layout.

44. All elevations are approximate and may not reflect final grade.

45. All distances are approximate and may not reflect final layout.

46. All planting areas are approximate and may not reflect final layout.

47. All material quantities are approximate and may not reflect final layout.

48. All lighting fixtures are approximate and may not reflect final layout.

49. All irrigation systems are approximate and may not reflect final layout.

50. All signage is approximate and may not reflect final layout.
SECTION A1 - (AT PLANTING)

SECTION A2 - (APPROXIMATELY 5 YEARS FROM PLANTING)

SECTION A3 - (APPROXIMATELY 10 YEARS FROM PLANTING)
SECTION B1 - (AT PLANTING)

SECTION B2 - (APPROXIMATELY 5 YEARS FROM PLANTING)

SECTION B3 - (APPROXIMATELY 10 YEARS FROM PLANTING)

ENLARGEMENT B
SECTION C1 - (AT PLANTING)

SECTION C2 - (APPROXIMATELY 5 YEARS FROM PLANTING)

SECTION C3 - (APPROXIMATELY 10 YEARS FROM PLANTING)

ENLARGEMENT C
SECTION D1 - (AT PLANTING)

OLD HIGHWAY 80

SECTION D2 - (APPROXIMATELY 5 YEARS FROM PLANTING)

OLD HIGHWAY 80

SECTION D3 - (APPROXIMATELY 10 YEARS FROM PLANTING)

OLD HIGHWAY 80

ENLARGEMENT D

CONCEPTUAL LANDSCAPE ENLARGEMENT D AND SECTIONS

Khalia Krishnan
949.771.2976
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832.303.2477

BayWa r.e. renewable energy
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